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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been utilized for decades to examine the micro structure 

of porous polymer membranes. While two-dimensional SEM offers great insight into its 

morphology, surface and cross-sectional images can only convey so much information. Utilizing 

the serial sectioning capabilities of the ThermoFisher Apreo VolumeScope allows for an in-depth 

examination of the morphology both at the surface and below. Further, by creating a three-

dimensional model of the membrane, one can truly explore how the internal morphology impacts 

flow and capture characteristics. This poster will discuss the process by which the membrane 

sample is prepared, the sectioning process and show images gathered through the 3D SEM process. 

 

 

The preparation of the membrane for 3D SEM starts with embedding the membrane in epoxy for 

microtomy.  Embed 812, a common embedding medium was used for this, taking advantage of its 

low viscosity to allow for complete infiltration of the epoxy into the pore structures.  Once 

embedded, the appropriate region of the epoxy was cut and mounted to an aluminum stub using 

conductive silver epoxy.  The block was then faced off using a Leica UC7 Ultramicrotome, 

creating a block face approximately 150 microns x 200 microns x 200 microns high.  This sample 

was then mounted in the Apreo VolumeScope chamber microtome.  Fifty nanometer thin sections 

were serially cut and imaged with the VolumeScope Backscatter Detector.  The Amira software 

package that is part of the VolumeScope’s software suite can be used to render surfaces, create 

movies and generally explore the internal structures of the membrane, allowing researchers a new 

glimpse into the structure of the membranes.  
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Figure 1: A virtual cross section captured from the volume dataset. 

Figure 2: A surface rendering of the cross section captured from the volume dataset. 


